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Manufacturer's Information
Computer Hard Drive - Windows Analysis 

Test No. 19-5561/2
The Computer Hard Drive – Windows Analysis test consisted of evidence data acquired from a Windows 10 computer. 
The extracted data was provided in an E01 file format. Participants were asked to examine the extracted data as it 
relates to a simulated scenario utilizing their own software and methods.

All participants enrolled in the 19-5562: Computer Hard Drive – Windows & Removable Media Storage Analysis test 
received an additional component, a physical USB drive shipped in a sealed manila envelope. These participants were 
also asked to perform evidence acquisition, extraction, and analysis.

SAMPLE PREPARATION: 
A scripted scenario, based upon a murder case was created to generate user data on a Windows Hard Drive. The 
execution of the scripted crime took place from January 7, 2019 to January 17, 2019. Multiple system and third party 
applications were used to perform activities and generate the intended artifacts. A USB device was used to add user 
activity on the computer and onto the removable media storage device provided to participants enrolled in 19-5562.

The data from the evidence hard drive was acquired through a physical extraction. The data was processed and 
analyzed using commercial and open source forensic tools. Following sample validation, the E01 files were compressed 
and uploaded to the CTS portal for participants to download. MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms were run on the compressed 
folder to generate unique hash values to allow participants to validate the successful download of the files.

The USB drive was duplicated using forensic hardware. 

SAMPLE VALIDATION/VERIFICATION:
The validation stage consisted of the examination of the extracted data utilizing various software tools to ensure the 
expected results could be achieved. All the USB drives were validated by comparing the cryptographic hash functions. 

PLEASE NOTE: Questions marked with asterisks (**) did not show a clear consensus during preliminary review of the 
participants responses. Further information and discussion will be available in the final report.

Police are investigating a case involving the murder of a 70-yr old female. The victim's daughter is the primary suspect 
in this investigation. Police have collected multiple pieces of evidence from the suspect's house. You are being tasked 
with analyzing a forensic image of a computer. Using your own tools and methodologies, analyze the files to determine 
if they have any relevance to the investigation.

 SCENARIO PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS :

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Computer Hard Drive - Windows Analysis Test No. 19-5561/2

Please Note: Questions 30 - 38 pertain to participants enrolled in Test 19-5562: Computer Hard 
Drive - Windows & Removable Media Analysis.  

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Provide the MD5 hash value of the decompressed imaged drive.1

905D67240D48D52C4EA290E7E8885DE2

What operating system was installed on the device?2

Windows 10 Education

When was the operating system installed? Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using the following format: 
MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

3

01/11/2019  03:02:34 PM

When was the device last shut down? Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using the following format: 
MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

4

01/17/2019  07:34:22 PM

Provide the user name of the two accounts created by the user. Do not include Guest Account and Default 
Account

5

Morgan Chen, Kids

What is the set time zone on the device?6

(UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

When did the primary user last login to their account? Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using the 
following format: MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

7

01/17/2019  01:26:04 PM

How many times did the primary user log into this computer?8

Seven (7)

Provide the password hint for Morgan Chen's account.9

last

What is the assigned IP address of the subject computer?10

192.168.189.132

How many files are in the Recycle Bin?11

Two (2)

Provide the name of the most recently viewed document. (pdf, xls, docx, rtf)12

Julie_Chen - LastWill.docx

What feature of Windows records execution of programs (and their parameters) to speed up the application's 
start up process?

13

Prefetch
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Computer Hard Drive - Windows Analysis Test No. 19-5561/2

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

How many pages were bookmarked on Chrome?14

Four (4)

Provide the last term searched using Google Chrome on this device?15

probate process in new jersey

What email application was used to send and receive emails?16

Thunderbird or Mozilla Thunderbird

What is the Gmail email address associated to the primary user on this device?17

chenmorgan01@gmail.com

An email was sent to "Laurelmurray63@gmail.com" on 01/14/2019 at 01:19 PM. Provide the subject of that 
email.

18

Hey Girl

What is the primary user's physical (home) address? Provide the Building number, Street Name, City, and State19

16925 Shaw Road, Trenton, New Jersey 08666

When was "notepad.exe" last executed? Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using the following format: 
MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

20 **

01/14/2019 08:15:39 PM

How many times was "mspaint.exe" executed?21 **
Seven (7)

Was the Skype Application executed on this computer?22

Yes

What type (CD, USB, SD Card, Optical drive) of device was last mounted as E: drive?23

USB

How many USB devices were mounted to this computer?24

Two (2)

Provide the serial number associated with USB named "Give Away 2018".25 **
0DCDD820

Provide the last write time for device named "Give Away 2018". Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using 
the following format: MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

26 **

01/14/2019  08:12:28 PM

What drive letter was assigned to the last mounted USB drive?27

E:
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Computer Hard Drive - Windows Analysis Test No. 19-5561/2

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

What is the install date and time of the last mounted device? Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using the 
following format: MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

28

01/15/2019  03:02:54 PM

Provide the manufacturer's name of the last mounted device.29 **
Alcor Micro Corp.
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Removable Media Analysis: USB Drive
Test No. 19-5562

Manufacturer's Information, continued

The following questions pertain to the Removable media Test 19-5562: Computer Hard Drive - 
Windows & Removable Media Analysis.  

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

What is the MD5 of the imaged drive?30

303ef526fce62837655577dedc17b376

What file system(s) is utilized on this drive?31

FAT16

What is the vendor ID?32

058f

What is the product ID?33 **
6387

How many JPG images were stored in the "Family Pictures" folder?34

Eight (8)

Were the images found in the "Family Pictures" folder accessed using the computer hard drive? Yes/No35

Yes

Provide the volume label of the device.36

Recipe's

When was the file "Julie_Chen - LastWill.docx" last modified? Provide the answer in the UTC + 00:00 using the 
following format: MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS AM/PM.

37 **

01/11/2019  08:58:00 PM

Based on your investigation, does this device have any connection with the computer hard drive evidence? 
Yes/No

38

Yes
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